
Looking back at my prelimery task its intresting to see how much i have developed my media skills 
from the start of the course to the final product. i have become more aware of stability of the 
camera, through the use of eqipment such as a tripod which holds the camera steady and helps to 
avoid juddering throughout shots. this makes my final product nicer to watch as the shots are more 
clean and steady.

over the course of the year i have also expeimented with varing shots such as close ups, over 
shouder shots and low angles, which are based on different levels to induce a more dynamically 
intresting opening.

in my final product i have also tried to use and stcik by the 180 rule. i think i have accomplished 
this through the charcters staying on the right side of the screen or shot.

i used a software called premier to edit shots from my prelimery task all the way up to my final 
peice. this ahs allowed me to gain confidence in the earlier research stage through practicing so 
when it came to editing my final product i was comfortabke and happy with the software. on 
premier i hve developed my knowledge on how to edit clips for example how to speed up or slow 
down clips to adjust to the situation.

along side premier, i have also learnt how to use after effects to produce effective titles and my 
ident. through research and experimenting i found the perfect font for my title ans edited it so that 
each title came on as if it was being typed, i think this worked well with my film genre of action.

since doing my prelimery task it is clear to say that my skills have improved massivly along side my 
confidence in using software such as preimer and aftereffects. My prelimery task was one of the 
first tasks i edited on profesional software so is a good indication of how much my skills have 
developed and changed. over the course i have also become more aware how music, cmaera 
angles and lighting have a huge effect on the audience and how they can react to the product.

overall through out the duration of this year i think my skills and technique in using professional 
softwrae such as premier and aftereffects has increased but also become more precise, i have 
become more aware on how to apeale and attract the audience through different media techniques


